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AMONG THE MORE COMPLEX AND MORE challeng-
ing regions for the "world paper" enthusiast to comprehend

and intelligently to sample, it seems to me, are the United States
(from earliest times), China, and Russia (the regional issues).
Chinese notes, even of the past century, range from shoebox-
common, enough of those to build a fair collection, to great rari-
ties, some of which I've seen only in the Far East.

China's folding money was of distinctly early origin, we all
realize--a splendid Ming Dynasty note is on view at the august
British Museum. Several groupings of twentieth-century releases
confirm China to have represented, over several intervals, a cross-
roads of world currency design, however. A range of such materi-
al we seek to discuss briefly this issue.

Republic of China (post 1911) commercial bank issues, many
of them Chinese-English bilingual, commonly display highest
quality American Bank Note Company workmanship, occasional-
ly employing stock vignettes that may be familiar from other
issues. Similarly, British work
may readily be identified. I've
found a single note by Canada's
British American Bank Note.
Other such issues admirably
represent distinctive contempo-
rary Chinese workmanship

A further "world" aspect
of former Chinese money is the
exotic nationalism displayed on
the notes, mostly rare, of
Chinese-based overseas banks.
Thus, tael and dollar issues of
Deutsch-Asiatische Bank strongly recall turn-of-century German
high values, even to symbolic Germania,

Correspondingly, Chartered Bank of India, Australia and
China releases (Shanghai, Peking and other branches) appear
unmistakably "British Colonial." Distinctive "world globes" face
designs of International Banking Corporation, typically showing
the heavy wear of extended use, somehow look "American"--as
would become folding money produced by American Bank Note
Company for a subsidiary of First National City Bank of New
York.
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Turn to Pick, as I have--admittedly to a 1980 World Paper
(3rd edition), one of the last to integrate world listings in one big
volume. You'll find 100 pages devoted to notes of China, roughly
one-tenth of that hefty book. For People's Republic, as for the
more recent notes of Taiwan, you'll want a later Volume II or
Volume III. You'll wish, more than likely, to read up on the trou-
bled times to which your notes attest. Useful introductory
sketches indeed are offered by Pick. Your librarian should be in a
position to direct you to further sources. Twentieth-century
China is anything but an unknown.

Chinese notes of the first half of the century can, and per-
haps should, be collected broadly, at least to begin with, but do
offer exceptional scope for collecting in greater depth. Portrait
identification, in many instances, reduces to distinguishing Sun
Yat-sen from his political heir, Chiang Kai-shek. Notes of a single
institution might capture your fancy--as one possible instance, the
Bank of Communications, with its American, English, and local

re lderings of such as ships, locomotives, trams, monoplanes,
power lines, and radio transmission towers.

Alternately, a particular series might reward detailed study,
as with Bank of China issues, all but one in vertical format,
denominated in customs gold units. Between 1930 and 1948, I find
more than 40 such note listings, from early fractionals through a

250,000 C.G.U. high
value. All such notes
known to me depict
the imposing bank
building and portray
Sun Yat-sen.

Other China-
related fields of poten-
tial interest to the spe-
cialist include a range
of individual banks,
military issues,
Japanese occupation
issues, and currency

restricted to regional or local use.
A half century of notes of the People's Bank of China, bank

of issue of the People's Republic, can serve to redefine a Chinese
style of modern note issue. I find them different, as world notes
go, and not unattractive. One unexpected quirk is that serial
number prefixes are not letters, Roman or otherwise, but group-
ings of Roman numerals.

Bank of Taiwan issues represent a study in themselves. The
portrait is Chiang Kai-shek.

Sample. Enjoy.
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